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Learn to give and feedback as a boss; Build a close-knit team and achieve great results by signing up for our self-developing comedy learning experience, developed in partnership with Second City Works. Binge-worthy, not cringe-worthy, this Netflix-style digital training program uses humor to teach you
the principles of radical frankness so you can love your work and the people you work for. The transition from command and control to successful cooperation is not so easy. But telling people what to do doesn't work. We teach proven feedback management recommendations and philosophies and
provide you with tips and tools to create a culture of radical frankness, growth as a leader and amazing results. Coach Candor will present key concepts, share your stories, and provide tips and tactics to get you started on your radical candor journey. Develop a common vocabulary. Practice Radical
Kandor Order of Operations: Request real feedback, offer specific praise, and offer criticism helpfully and humbly. The Feedback Loop program includes a workplace comedy starring David Alan Grier to help you develop a frank culture of effective feedback. A management philosophy based on caring
personally, while calling directly. Practice to get, give and encourage guidance and feedback at work (praise and criticism). Strategies to build a close-knit team. Tools to help you and your team get things done with less drama. It's not a license to behave like. It's not an invitation to get terribly personal. It's
not just for managers - we all want to succeed. Learn about the conversation that inspired Kim Scott's bottle of magic of radical frankness and share it with the world. Radical candor is being shared in companies around the world. Read all about it. With the radical Candor, Kim bottled some Google magic
and shared it with the world. Shona Brown's former vice president of business operations at Google What makes Radical Candor radical is that it's a deviation from the norm that tends to fall somewhere between acting as a jerk and avoiding confrontation in general. The aim of Radical Frankness is to
create a new norm where leadership is both kind and clear, rather than amplifying bad behavior. This means that if you don't care personally about the person you're giving feedback to, you're showing nasty aggression, not radical frankness. Ever since the book Radical Candour: Being Kickass Boss
Without Losing Your Humanity was released, radical frankness has become a bit of a buzzword, which is exciting. However, he misused, which leads to a misunderstanding of the true meaning of Radical Frankness. The fact is, a recent Wall Street Journal article that portrays disgustingly aggressive
domestic tactics on Netflix as a radical Candor, as well as an episode of Silicon Valley. In short, radical frankness means saying what think, and also don't care about the person you're saying it is. This means that you have to take care personally and also be prepared to challenge yourself. If you don't
start by being kind, you've already failed. And if you're not willing to challenge directly, you show Ruinous empathy, and neither nasty aggression nor ruinous empathy for radical frankness. In order to practice radical frankness, you need to do both. If you don't care or challenge, you're doing what we call
manipulative insincerity. Radical candor is not jerk, pushover or passive aggressive There is a world of difference between radical candor and brutal honesty, or, as we call it, unpleasant aggression. It's bad, but destructive empathy can be even worse, and manipulative insincerity is the worst of all.
Radical frankness is kind, clear, concrete and sincere. Unpleasant Aggression is what happens when you challenge someone directly but don't care about them personally. This is clear, but not kind; praise that does not feel sincere or criticism that is not delivered kindly. The uptimation is also called brutal
honesty or front-knife. Unfortunately, some confuse radical candor with abhorrent aggression - for example, in HBO's Silicon Valley. And Dilbert, who errs in radical frankness for abhorrent aggression. Radical candor is not a license to be gratuitously harsh or front-strike. It's not radical candor just because
you start by saying: Let me be radically frank with you. If you follow this phrase with words like: You're a liar and I don't trust you, you've just acted like a garden-variety jerk. It's not radical candor if you don't show that you care personally. Destructive empathy is good, but ultimately useless or even
damaging. This is what happens when you take care of someone personally but are not able to challenge them directly. It's praise that isn't specific enough to help a person understand what was good, or criticism, which is sugar-coated and unclear. Devastating empathy sees someone with them flying
down, but not wanting to embarrass them without saying anything, leaving another 15 people seeing them with them flying down - more embarrassing for them. So not so good after all. Manipulative insincerity is praise, which is non-specific and disingenuous, or a criticism that is neither clear nor kind. It's
a kind of backstabbing, political, passive aggressive behavior that can be fun to tell stories about, but makes for a toxic workplace, destroying relationships and ruining jobs. People give praise and criticism, which disingenuous when they are too focused on being liked or they think they can get some kind
of political advantage by being faked, or when they are too tired to care or argue more. As people toss around the phrase Radical candor more more What's more, it's important to remember that if you don't care about the object of your candor, you're doing it wrong. You're just. I'm not saying that
command and control can't work, it works especially well in totalitarian mode. But in a radically frank workplace, common human decency is what we owe to everyone. We try to find the best people for this job and we respect all people and all jobs. The reason we use the word Radical is because the
frankness we speak about is rare. It feels unnatural in practice. It flies in the face if you don't have anything nice to say, don't say it at all the maxim that most of us have heard since we learned to speak. Changing the training that has been instilled in us since we have been eighteen months hard. But, with
playful practice and a commitment to be kind and clear, radical Candor can change your relationships at work, at home and everywhere in between. If you want to know more about what radical candor is and what is not, it requires reading. Because if you're not the boss, your team is probably going to
want to kick your ass. Want to learn more about how to practice radical candor without being a jerk? Get Feedback Loop, our workplace comedy series and supporting training materials starting at $59 for our self-driving e-course. Show how to kick at work without losing humanity While listening to Season
1's Sweeping Candor Podcast, you can hear a link to the Candor Trainer App or Candor Gauge. They are no longer available, but we hope you will find many other useful tips to bring radical candour to your daily life. To see the notes on the show, click on the title of each episode listed below. Subscribe
to iTunes or wherever you listen to podcasts. Our podcast series, Candid Candid Conversations, features experts and guests who help us learn, reflect and put our ideas into action. In this episode of the Radical Candor podcast, Deborah Spar, a professor at Harvard Business School and former
president of Barnard College, talks to Kim Scott about her new book Work Mate Marry Love: How Machines Shape Our Human Destiny. Listen to the episode: In this episode of the sweeping Candor podcast, Kim and Jason answer listener questions and share their experiences about being a boss who is
younger than their direct reports and having their wings clipped by a absentee manager who hasn't invested in their success. They also agree that chair-throwing management classes are not an effective way to get things done (as Kim learned when she threw her bike hat at the window while dealing with
a bad boss at a former job). While team-control jobs make for great fiction (and podcast they're terrible in real life. Click play for action tips on how to go from command and control to collaboration. Listen to Listen Our podcast series, Candid Candid Conversations, features experts and guests who help us
learn, reflect and put our ideas into action. This episode of the sweeping Candor podcast features Annie Jean-Baptiste, head of product inclusion at Google and author of Building for All: Expand Your Market with Design Practices from Google's product inclusion team. Kim and Annie discuss how to create
inclusive products, teams and experiences, focusing on 12 areas of interconnectedness: age, race, ability, culture, socioeconomic status, religion, geography, sexual orientation, gender, education, ethnicity and language. Listen to the episode: If someone came up to you and said: In the spirit of radical
candor ... and then proceeded to act as a common jerk, you experienced how some people use radical candor to justify being their worst self. Such behaviour is not radical frankness; this is what we call abhorrent aggression. On this episode of the sweeping Candor podcast, Kim, Jason and Amy agree
that no one should pay asshole tax or work for a seagull swoop and feed boss. They also explain why radical Candor is actually compassionate candor against the license to act as a jerk. Listen to the episode: If you're the boss, 1:1 meetings with your direct reports are a must. The purpose of the 1:1
meeting is to listen and clarify - to understand the direction in which every person working for you wants to go to it, and what blocks it. These meetings are your best opportunity to listen, to really listen to people on your team, to make sure that you understand their point of view on what works and what
doesn't. In this episode of the podcast Radical Candor, Kim, Amy and Jason spill tea on how to have effective 1:1s, even if you can't be together in person, and Kim sings a few notes from the audience and Oates song One On One. Listen to the episode: Being a boss doesn't mean you automatically get
respect from people, but power has an automatic effect on what people will tell you. Unfortunately, people are prepared for distrust of you based on all the preconceived notions against bosses. As a boss, you tend to get more flattery than critical reviews that can help you learn and grow. In this episode of
the Sweeping Candor Podcast, Kim, Jason and Amy talk about how bosses can get real talk from employees by asking a go at the question. Listen to the episode: Feeling overwhelmed lately? You're in good company. In this episode of the Radical Candor podcast, Kim, Jason and Amy discuss how less
can lead to greater success. Kim recommends creating a proactive patience list where you list everything you're not going to do. Instead of feeling guilty for not doing things on your list, celebrate them. This allows on the things you really need to do do In addition, Jason explains the theory of the spoon,
and Amy speaks to the radical Dandor. Listen to the episode: Radical candor is a simple concept that is not always easy to practice, and readers regularly turn to us for advice on how to take care personally and challenge yourself. On this episode of the sweeping Candor podcast, Amy and Jason shed
light on how to give up feedback, how to give feedback to direct reports without forcing them to develop a fear of coffee, how introverts can manage expectations of impromptu feedback, how to care personally about someone you have nothing to do with, and why everyone should be more curious about
Carol. Listen to episode: Our new podcast series, Radical Candid Conversations, features experts and guests to help us learn, reflect and put our ideas into action. This episode shows Tiffany Lee, a partner at the law firm Holland and Knight, who recently wrote in an article about addressing racial
injustice for Law360: Our response to serious injustice at this point must be informed by radical Candor. Listen to the episode: Our new series, Radical Candid Conversations, features experts and guests who will help us learn, reflect, and put our ideas into action. Our first discussion with Kim Scott and
Dr. A. Brees Harper, Ph.D., Diversity and Inclusion Strategist, Anti-Racism Scholar and Mediator, explores how to practice radical frankness when addressing systemic racism; historical origin and research understanding of white, racial consciousness; what it means to be anti-racist and how to practice
anti-racism, and how we can be anti-racist leaders, parents and citizens. Listen to episode: episode: radical candor online pdf. radical candor online free. read radical candor online. radical candor buy online
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